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(ABSTRACT)

Corporate sell off activity has recently attracted considerable attention. The existence

of excess returns for selling firm stockholders has been previously reported. This study

attempts to identify the source of such gains by analyzing the impact of tax benefits in-

volved in the sell off transaction. It is found that restrictions on transferability of the

tax benefits reduce the rcalizable gains from sell offs.
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"The interactions between the incentives of competing management teams and the

strategies they adopt is an interesting area for future research. Knowledge resulting from

such research will allow us to understand better the determinants of the offer,such as

structure (single or two part,cash or exchange of securities),timing, type of offer

(tender,merger,or proxy contest), and tax effects.

Jensen and Ruback (l983)" Merger and acquisition activity has received close scrutiny

from financial researchers for over two decades. The closely related issue of divestitures,

however, has attracted such attention only recently even though they have come to

represent a significant proportion of corporate control transfer transactions. To date,

researchers generally report,

1. the presence of excess returns for firms participating in divestitures, and

2. unequal distribution of gains from divestitures between acquiring and divesting firm.

The existence of excess retums for divestitures and uneven distribution ofrealized gains,
T

between divesting and acquiring firms is puzzling. If these results are indicative of an
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inefficiency in the valuation/ negotiation process, such an inefficiency should not persist

in a competitive market. Persistence of such results suggests that some external factors
‘ ·

may be involved. Identification of such factors and their effects have received scant at-

tention in the literature.

The fo_cus of this research is to study the role of one such factor, the tax treatment of

sell off transactions. The present research explicitly recognizes redeployable tax attri-

· butes as tangible assets that undergo a reappraisal during a divestiture. It is proposed

that regulatory restraints limiting the transferability of tax attributes impose an addi-

tional transaction cost on sellers and buyers and the difference between returns obtained

by divesting and acquiring firms can be explained by examining the taxation provisions

as they have existed over various periods. The observed excess returns to divesting firms

are analyzed to determine if valuation effects have been introduced by tax legislation.

The proposed research thus extends the study of sell offs by examining the valuation

effects that tax legislation may generate and consequent frictions that can develop in the

market as a result of such intervention.

Tax treatment of divestiture transactions has seen major changes during the last seven

years. Introduction of safe harbor leasing provisions in 1981 allowed tax benefits to be

marketed without effecting any divestitures at all. These provisions were abolished and

partial liquidations allowing acquiring firms to take over existing tax benefits of acquired

units while generating sizable additional tax benefits were introduced in 1982. Intro-

duction of partial liquidation provisions was described by the Wall Street Journal (

WSJ) as handing over a set of keys to the treasury to business by the government. Re-

strictive rules limiting the transfer of tax benefits were introduced at the same time but

became effective only in 1984 when the partial liquidation provisions were abolished and
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the Internal Revenue Service issued additional regulations curtailing the available tax
V

reduction altematives.

In chapter 2 a review of the related theoretical and empirical studies of corporate sell

offs is presented. A one period partial equilibrium model relating the realizable value

from transfer of the existing and potential tax benefits from the accumulated Net Op-

erating Losses (NOLs) and asset base related tax shields, e.g. depreciation and invest-

ment tax credits to the excess returns received by the selling stockholders is formulated

in chapter 3. The methodology for empirically testing the hypotheses thus formulated

is discussed in chapter 4. The results of empirical tests are reported in chapter 5. It is

shown that the differing tax treatment of sell off transactions has resultcd in valuation

effects and that the tax effect is important. A summary of the research along with the

applicable caveats and suggestions for further study are presented in chapter 6 .
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Divestitures are an important sub set of corporate control transfer transactions, and

appropriately, a substantial portion of this research originates in the merger and acqui-

sition literature. Positive excess returns for divestitures have been documented by a

number of researchers. Bourdeaux(1975) examines the market reaction to 165

divestitures occurring between 1965 and 1970. His comparison of the voluntary and in-

voluntary divestitures shows that while voluntary divestitures are accompanied by posi-

tive excess returns, involuntary divestitures generate negative returns. Miles and

Rosenfeld(l983) analyze the impact of voluntary spin offs on shareholder wealth. Their

results indicate that spin offs increase stockholder wealth and are usually preceded by

periods of abnormal positive excess returns for the divesting firm. Alexender, Benson

and Kampmeyer(1984) find positive but insignificant (0.17%) excess returns for volun-

tary sell offs. They also observe that in a large number of cases sell offs are announced

after a period of generally negative returns. Rosenfeld(l984) compares the effects of sell
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offs and spin offs and finds that for firms of comparable financial health, there is no

significant difference between realized returns for sell offs or spin offs. Jain(1985) finds

that sellers in voluntary sell-offs realize significant positive excess returns of 0.70% and

buyers realize significant positive excess returns of 0.34% on the day prior to an-

nouncement date. His analysis suggests that firms with accumulated losses are likely to
A

resort to sell offs while firms with good performance are likely to spin off Jain analyzes

the effect of sell offs on the financial ratios of divesting firms and reports significant

changes only for the debt/equity ratio which reduces as a result of the divestiture.

Klein( 1986) observes significant positive returns (1.12%) and finds that disclosure of

price information at the divestiture announcement contributes towards generating higher

excess returns. The proportion of the firm divested is positively related to the magnitude

of excess returns realized by the selling firm. Linn and Rozeff (1986) corroborate the

price announcement effect but advance no explanation for the same. They suggest that

in efficient markets such an effect should not persist. Hearth and Zaima(1986) analyze

the observed prices during the resolution period between the announcement and com-

pletion ofa divestiture and find that prices are relatively more volatile during this period.

They attribute this volatility to the prevailing uncertainty regarding completion and

propose that the observed higher returns are positively associated with this variability.

Overall, results of prior empirical studies indicate that divestitures generate excess re-

turns for the divesting firm in the range of 0.17% to 2.33%. The following factors have

been found to be significant in explaining these excess returns:

1. information conveyed in the divestiture announcement;

2. financial health of the divesting firm ;
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3. percentage of the firm divested ;

4. increased volatility of stock prices during the resolution period.

Several theoretical explanations have been advanced for the observed gains accruing to

divesting and acquiring firms. An overview of the theory and the associated empirical

evidence is presented below.

Information Generation Hypothesis

Corporate control transfer announccments provide additional information and attract

greater attention to the security. This results in reduced information asymmetry and

consequently higher valuation for the security. Klein (1986) examines the information

content of the divestiture announcements. Her findings suggest that divestiture an-

nouncements, particularly when coupled with transaction price information, generate

value as this new information is evaluated by the market. She also finds that the mag-

nitude of the announcement day price change is related directly to the size of the

divestiture (measured as a % of the divesting firm size).‘

1 While availability of information seems to affect realized retums, Bradley, Desai and Kim(l986) show that
such valuation effects endure in the case of successful transactions only. In the event of an unsuccessful
takeover attempt, prices return to prior levels.
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Options Pricing Framework

Higgins and Schall(l975) and Galai and Masulis(1976) show that co-insurance effect

would lead to an increase in value of the merging tirm’s debt and a corresponding de-

crease in the value of equity. Sarig(l985) extends the analysis to show that the

divestiture of unrelated lines of business, as in spin offs, should result in an increase in

the value of equity. As equity becomes riskier, a wealth transfer from bondholders to

shareholders is likely. Empirical studies by Kim and McConnel1(1977) and Asquith and

Kim (1981) examine the effect of mergers on the bondholders of merging firms and find

that bondholders neither gain nor lose from a merger. Dennis and McConnell(l986)

support this assertion. They show that when various categories of debt are evaluated

separately, while convertible bonds show positive returns, none of the other categories

of debt show any adverse effects of such transfers. This seems to rule Out a wealth

transfer being the source of the observed excess returns for stockholders.

Tax Rationale _

A tax motive for the transfer of corporate control is frequently mentioned, but not fully

developed [Stiglitz( 1972), Scott(1977), Kim(1978)]. The loss of accumulated net oper-

ating losses (NOLs) and associated tax benefits in the event of bankruptcy is used ex-

tensively as a constraint to generate an intedor optimal solution for capital structure

equilibrium. Such analysis suggests that the,tax rationale operates only in the case of

selling firms in financial distress with accumulated NOLs. Accordingly, researchers have

attempted to identify transactions that preserve the carryover of accumulated NOLs (e.g.

tax-free reorganizations) and test if such transactions, in fact yield higher returns for
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divesting firms. Empirical evidence does not support the existence of higher returns for

such transactions. [Pastena and Ruland(l986)]

Synergy Theory

This is one of the primary explanations offered for merger gains. The concept can be

traced back all the way to the seminal paper by Coase(1937). Synergy has been widely

used to explain merger and acquisition activity. Mueller (1969) extends the concept to

conglomerate combinations and Chung (1982) applies it to compare the relative desir-

ability of internal investment opportunities with external mergers. The basic rationale

put forth for synergy is that mergers result in removal of inefficient management, econ-

omies of scale, complementarity of operations, and efficient redeployment of resources.

The perceived synergistic benefits from these factors are expected to be reflected in the

market as excess returns.

In perfect competitive markets a mere transfer of ownership between buyers and sellers

should not generate any gains. The market for corporate control seems to be sufficiently

competitive. Ruback (l983)studies competition in acquisition markets and his results

indicate that successful offer prices exhaust the potential gains for unsuccessful bidders.

Eckbo( 1983) finds significant differences between returns for both acquiring and

divesting firms from mergers that are challenged and those that go unchallenged by

regulatory agencies. Asquith (1983) examines the returns obtained by merging firms

during the announcement- resolution period and observes that if unique resources are

held by target firms a competitive acquiring market results in most of the gain being
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captured by the target firms' stockholders. Asquith asserts that the bidder market is

competitive and the source of synergy lies in the replacement of inefficient management

of the target firm.

Empirical evidence concerning the combined equity value of target and acquiring firms,

while mixed, generally reveals that it significantly increases during a merger. [Asquith

and Kim( 1982), Malatesta(l983)] Overall, target/ divesting firms record significant posi-

tive excess returns around divestiture announcements, and the acquiring firms earn zero

. or insignificantly positive returns during the same period. A review of the acquisition

literature suggests that there is a noticeable difference in magnitude of excess returns

reported for studies covering different time periods. Sell offs are reported to be value

increasing transactions but the source of such gains remains elusive. The theoretical

analysis undertaken in the present research aims at assessing the significance of the tax

regulation in explaining such gains.
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Tax Considerations

DeAngelo and Masulis [DM( 1980)] recognize the existence of non-debt tax shields.

They formulate a model of corporate leverage choice that explicitly treats differential

personal taxes (debt vs.equity income), corporate taxes and the presence ofnon-debt tax

shields such as depreciation and investment tax credits. They assume that the utilization

of the non-debt tax shields is determined by the level of current period income and the

debt level maintained by the firm. Such tax shields are fixed, non-transferable and can

either be utilized or allowed to expire. While DM suggest that markets for non-debt tax

shields can be included in the analysis [DM(1980) (fin. 19)], they do not pursue the idea.

. The frequent advertisements in the Wall Street Journal, offering LOSS Corporations for

sale present an explicit recognition of the fact that tax benefits are real and transferable

. assets.
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ln efficient markets prices reflect all inherent value. Tax shields that are likely to remain

unutilized in the absence of sufficient income, are not valued at their full potential by the

market. However, the same tax attributes when acquired by a firm that can effectively

benefit from their use are appraised at their net present value (NPV). These tax attri-

butes exhibit a peculiar property. Their full value can be realized only through a transfer

of ownership. In the hands of original owners their utilization is partial; at the instant

of transfer their latent value is activated. The change in value is a function of the re-

duction in tax liability achieved by sheltering additional taxable income for the buyer.

Examining the role of such reappraisal offers the possibility of rectifying a potentially

significant ornission in the divestiture (and acquisition) literature by identifying the role

of tax effects in explaining excess returns observed in corporate control transactions.

The importance of preserving accumulated NOLs in such transactions is widely ac-

knowledged. The option of preserving NOLs by structuring tax-free acquisitions has

been recognized in the past and researchers have tried to empirically test for expectedly

superior returns for such acquisitions as compared to taxable acquisitions. The existing

literature seems to ignore the possibility of profitable taxable acquisitions designed to

revalue the asset base and generate increased deprecation and investment tax credits.

This may in part be responsible for the inability of some researchers to find tax effects

as a significant variable in their analysis of acquisitions [Pastena and Ruland(1986)].

Pursuing this line of inquiry requires some background in the area of tax regulation.

The following illustration highlights this tradeoff

If current period losses can be carried back to previous accounting periods and the firm

has excess earnings/capital gains that can be offset by a capital loss sustained on sale
I

of assets, it may be desirable to structure the divestiture as a sale of assets, realize the
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accounting loss and reduce the taxes. If tax credits/operating losses can be transferred

and utilized by the buyer to reduce taxes, a firm with accumulated tax credits/operating
i

losses may be a desirable acquisition. The deal would more likely be structured as a

tax-free transaction, to preserve the tax history of the unit. lf regulations permit (e.g.,

during October 1982 to December 1983) a section 338 election, which permits a pur-

chase ·of stock (i.e. preserving tax-carryovers) to be treated also as a purchase ofassets,

generating a stepped up depreciation basis for tax purposes would become a highly de-
I

sirable alternative. lt is rational for transacting corporations to structure all transactions

in the most profitable way, as a taxable transaction to allow for a step up of the asset

basis to generate large tax shields by way of increased depreciation and investment

credits or a tax-free reorganization to preserve the net operating losses and other tax

attributes.

Tax benefits available from sell offs are potentially higher for selling firm stock holders

as compared to stock holders of firms acquired in their entirety for the following two

reasons.

1. In a takeover, property received in distribution by stock holders is treated as ordi-

nary income and taxed accordingly. In a sell ofh the compensation is received by

the parent corporation. As this corporation continues in existence, the property re-

ceived is not immediately taxable to shareholders. It is possible for the shareholders

to defer payment of taxes by retaining stock of the parent corporation. Alterna-

tively, they can receive any profits as capital gains. As long as capital gains are taxed

at a lower rate than ordinary income, this differential is a realizable benefit. 1

1 The changes in tax laws efl”ective 1986 take away this advantage.
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2. Shareholders of a corporation with prior positive earnings can carry back any

deemed losses from a sell off to previous tax years and receive a refund of taxes paid

in earlier periods. This option improves their returns from the transaction and is

not available to the stock holders of a takeover target.

A plausible explanation for the observed significant positive returns for sellers and in-

significant returns for buyers in the event of a sell off might be that prior to the instant

of the transaction the prevailing uncertainty regarding the value and transferability of

these benefits results in a less than full valuation. The excess returns observed for sellers

represent the resolution of this uncertainty by the market at the instance of sell offwhen

additional information becomes available. The buyers in a competitive market pay an

equilibrium price equal to the realizable gains, which reduces their excess returns to zero.

Regulatory treatment of the tax benefits may be important in determining the amount

of such gains.

Tax Regulation History

Corporate control transfers have generally been viewed with disfavor by the lawmakers.

There have been recurrent proposals for imposition of a ’Merger Tax' and restrictions

on transfer of tax benefits have gradually tightened. The first major legislation re-

stricting transfer of tax benefits to acquiring firms was enacted in 1976. Legislators ex-

pressed their concern that
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" "[A] free traffic in loss carryovers could result in large windfalls for buyers of stock or

assets, who could take advantage of the weak bargaining position of the existing owners

·
A of a loss business and acquire large carryovers for only a few cents on the dollar."

[ Committee report on P.L.94-455, Pg.3l,637 CCH ]"

This emphasis on the possibility of 'trafficking’ in accumulated tax credits/net operating

losses prompted the legislature to approve introduction of section 269 of the tax code.

This section gives the IRS sweeping powers to nullify any transaction wherein it can be
7

shown that the primary purpose of the transaction is to evade taxes. However, contin-

uing experience in the tax courts shows that such an assertion is difficult to maintain.

Conflicting opinions and regulatory problems associated with the implementation of this

measure have been encountered. the enforcement of rules formulated under the 1976

law was postponed periodically until 1986. Apparently the senate finance committee did

not consider these provisions to have any serious impact on the profitability of

acquisition/merger activity as they estimated the revenue effects of postponing their

enforcement to be a mere S5 million per year [1980 Senate Finance Committee hearings

.(Federal Tax Coordinator 2d)] which is a trivial fraction of the assessed gains for

‘ merging firms reported by researchers.

A liberal approach towards the treatment of tax attributcs involved in merger and ac-

quisition activity is evident through 1981, which appears to be the year it reached its

peak with the introduction of safe harbor leasing provisions, generous accelerated cost

recovery schedules(ACRS) and continuing postponement of restrictive provisions of the

1976 bill. Safe harbor leasing effectively recognized tax attributcs as independent

marketable assets.
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""The committee recognizes that some businesses ·may not be able to use completely the

increased cost recovery allowances and the increased investment credits available for

recovery property under ACRS. ACRS will provide the greatest benefit to the economy

if ACRS deductions and investment tax credits are more easily distributed throughout

the corporate sector. The conferces intend that the amount and timing of the cost re-
V

covery allowances in the hands of the lessor will be the same as they would have been

in the hands of the lessee. " [Senate House committee ..(conference proceedings l98l)]"

Introduction of Safe harbor leasing turned depreciation, existing or potential, into a

readily marketable asset, avoiding the need for a control transfer to realize its full value.

Thus we would expect the excess returns resulting from revaluation ofasset base for the

firms involved in sell offs to be lower during this period as a relatively costless alternative

becomes available.

Safe harbor leasing was abolished in 1982 and consistency rules prohibiting mixing and

matching the taxable purchase ofhigh value, low historical basis asset base with tax-free

acquisition of the target’s stock were introduced under the Tax Reform and Financial

Equity Act (TEFRA). In the case of a major price change in the asset base value, it

becomes profitable to realize the additional value for tax purposes by incurring the rel-

atively low recapture of depreciation and investment tax credits taken in the past. This

allows the firm to step up the asset base and generate substantially larger tax benefits

for future by way of depreciation write-offs and/or investment tax credits. TEFRA also

_ repealed as redundant section 334(b) of the regulations goveming the restrictions and

mandatory waiting periods imposed on partial liquidation of acquired firms, thus allow-

ing acquiring firms to immediately take over existing tax attributes of acquired subsid-

iaries by liquidating them and at the same time revalue the asset base to generate large
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depreciation and investment tax credits. Under partial liquidation it is possible for the

acquiring corporations to go through the whole revaluation exercise without incurring

any recapture costs at all. This change in regulations , aptly described by the Wall

Street Journal as a handing over of the keys to the treasury created a window of op-

portunity for corporations to realize at virtually no cost the very benefits the legislation

was aimed at curbing. Such generous treatment can be expected to result in higher ex-

cess returns for the firms involved in these transactions.

The large gains made by the corporations involved in these acquisitions prompted the

IRS to try and reverse these transactions. The tax courts refused to turn the clock back

and suggested that fresh legislation be enacted to plug this loop hole. The Deficit Re-

duction Act of 1984 abolishcd partial liquidation provisions of the law making the con-

sistency rules proposed in 1982 effective. Under these rules a choice has to be made

between revaluing the asset base to create additional tax benefits or preserving the ac-

cumulated tax losses of the acquired unit. The returns during this period should reflect

the effect of imposition of the recapture costs and limiting the benefits to either revalu-

ation or preservation of tax losses.

The year of 1986 saw the belated enforcement of stiff requirements of the 1976 law

setting forth conditions for tax free reorganizations necessary to preserve the tax history

of the business changing hands. The cycle seems to have been completed. This back-

ground should help to facilitate the understanding of factors proposed in the model be-

ing developed in the next section.
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Conceptual Model Development _

In view of the preceding discussion it is suggested that the magnitude of excess returns

obtained by divesting and acquiring firms can be explained by examining the taxation

provisions that have existed over various periods. It is hypothesized that the observed

excesls returns in a sell off transaction are a function of value realized by a redeployment

of transferable tax attributes (NOLs, Depreciation, Investment tax credits) of the selling

firm in the hands of the buying firm. The latent value of these attributes gets realized in

the event of a transfer of control in the following manner.

1. Existing depreciation,investment tax credits, and NOLs are revalued at the marginal

tax rate of the acquiring firm to the extent they can be utilized by the acquiring firm.

2. If the asset base can be revalued as a result of the transfer, correspondingly larger

tax benefits can be realized.

3. Restrictions on transferability of the tax attributes reduce the realizable benefits

from the transaction.
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Model Specification

A one period partial equilibrium model analyzing the behavior of a selling firm’s equity

value at the instant of the transfer is developed. The following primary assumptions are

made

l. There is no change in operations, financing or investment policies of the unit

changing hands and as such the perceived value of the future income stream of the

unit remains unchanged as a result of the transfer.

2. The corporate tax rate is a monotonically increasing function of taxable income.

While in reality the tax rates are graduated, in the interest of tractability they are

modelled as being smooth and continuous.

The change in value of the divesting firm as a result of the control transfer is

hypothesised to be a function of the following factors.

• Marginal tax rates for the divesting and acquiring firms.

• Revaluation of the asset base during the transfer to generate additional tax benefits.

• Transferability of the tax attributes between acquiring and divesting firms.

•
Costs of effecting the transfer.
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Variable Definitions

U · The variable definitions used in developing the subsequent model are given below.

Jlf = Present value of the earning stream for the unit being

divested.

Tc„ = Effective marginal tax rate for the divesting firm.

_ Tc, = Effective marginal tax rate for the buying firm

oz = Regulatory factor determining transferability of existing tax at-
C

tributes from selling to buying firms.

0 s a s 1

oz is an inverse function of the extent of tax regulations as well as

their rigorous interpretation by the courts during the period.

d„ = Amount of the asset base related depreciation/tax credits based

on historical cost in the divesting firm's books.

a', = Amount of the asset base related dcpreciation/tax credits based

on the transfer price in the buying firm's books.

5,, = Revaluation of asset base related tax shield, during the transfer

from divesting to buying firm's books.
E

5,, = a', - cz >< do

NOL = S value of Net operating losses transferred with the unit being

sold

C = C, + C,

C is the cost of the transaction, composed of two components Ct

and Cr,

where,

C, = Costs of transaction, i.e., appraiser,broker, legal fees
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C, = Costs of revaluation of the asset base, i.e., recapture of previ-

ously taken depreciation, investment tax credits, taxes payable

by the seller on recognition of gains from transfer, if any.

The ConceptuaI'Model

Defining the variables as above, the following relationships can be stated.

V, = Market value of the unit being divested prior to the announce-

ment of transfer. The market value comprises the net present

value of the earning stream and the appraised value of tax attri-

butes accumulated for the unit.

-
° T¤¤— x + (0 (do + NOL)rdr (I)

V, = Market value of the unit being divested at the announcement of

transfer. The market value now comprises the net present value

of the earning stream which remains unchanged and the reap-

praised value of the transferable part of the existing tax attri-

butes accumulated for the unit. There is a new factor involved

. in the valuation, namely the additional asset base related tax

benefits created by revaluing the asset base during the transfer.

A
_ - Tc, y Tc,
- x + (0 a(d,, + I\OL)1d1: + (0 ödrdt (II)
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Tax laws treat the transfer of debt between the acquiring and divesting firms as an

equivalent to cash transfers. The debt is evaluated at its cash equivalent in the hands of

the acquiring and divesting firms. The value of debt remaining on the books of the

divesting firm may also change as a result of the control transfer. The change in the

perceived value of the unit being divested should be reflected in the change in market

value of the equity and debt of the divesting firm. Making a simplifying assumption

that the change in value of the preexisting debt on the books of the selling and buying

firms is negligiblei the entire reappraisal effect should be reflected in the change in the

value of the equity of the selling firm.

Vi — Vo = (Ei · EO) (NI)

Further,
Q

E, — EO = nPOR, (IV)

n = Number of shares of stock outstanding

P, = Price per share of stock before announcement

R, = Market return per share of stock at announcement

From (III) and (IV)

¤PoR1 = Vi ‘ V0 (V)

substituting for V, and V, from (I) and (II)

_ Te, Tc, TcOnPOR, — [O ödrdr + (O a(dO + NOL)td1: — [O (dO + NOL)1:d1: (VI)

3 Please refer to previous section on application of option pricing theory to corporate divestitures. Prior
empirical evidence seems to suggest that market value of debt does not change as a result of control
transfers [Kim and McConell(l977), Bradley, Desai and Kim(l983), Asquith and Kim(1982)].
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- C, — C, ·

Partitioning the terms to state the relationships clearly,

nP0R, = jgqödrdr + _[1T;:a(d0 + NOL)rdr + _fg°°a(do + NOL)rd1: (VII)

— + NOL)·tdr — C, — C, ,

simplifying equation (VII) yields,

nP0R, = _[g°‘ödrd1: + _f-;;:a(d0 + NOL)td1: (VIII)

— (1 — + NOL)rd1: — C, — C, ’

The terms in this equation can be interpreted as follows:

fg°‘öd1:d1:

represents the additional tax benefits created by revaluation of the asset base. The term

can be signed as
Jcrödzdz

0, alld ,

{°lö„1:d1: Z 0
The benefits from revaluation are greater than or equal to zero depending on the extent

of revaluation and the effective marginal tax.rate for the buying firm.
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represents the change in value of the transferred NOLs and depreciation due to their

revaluation at the buyer’s tax rate. This term can not be signed unambiguously.

T' 01(d„ + NOL)1:dr
T‘

a(d + NOL)rd1:2 0 and S 0
öTc, öTc„

The change in value is positive if the buyer’s marginal tax rate is greater than the seller's

marginal tax rate, and can bc negative if the buyer’s marginal tax rate is lower than the

seller's marginal tax rate. The magnitude of the change in value also depends on the

degree of transferability of the tax attributes and reaches zero as the transferability of

the tax attributes ( a) goes from one to zero.

as a—»0

(1 — + NOL)rd1:

represents the cost imposed by regulatory restraints on the transferability of tax attri-

butes. The increase in transferability of tax attributes reduces these costs and thus in-

creases the value available to the selling firm.

(1 — a)—•0 as 0¤—»1

In view of the consistency rules becoming operative in 1984, equation (VIII) above

modifies to the following two subscts for the subsequent estimation period.

First, if the asset base is not revalued, the carryover of NOLs is not affected. The

equation can bc rewritten as followsz

nPoRi = [-}‘;:a(d0 + NOL)rdr — (I — a)_[g°"a(do + NOL)rd1: — C, (IXa)
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Second, if the asset base is revalued, NOLs can not be transferred and costs of tax ben-

efit recapture C, are imposed. The equation then takes the following form:

nPORi (1 — «)(§°··«(«1„)«d« (1xb)

—
C1.

_
Cf

Starting with this specification the following testable hypotheses can be developed.

Testable Hypotheses

Since at a given instant nP,, is a constant the relationships can be stated in terms of

R,. Then the model specified above yields the following hypotheses.

öR.
.1 4 0H

öTc,
>

- The marginal tax rate of the buying firms is positively related to the observed ex-

cess retums for the selling firm.

öR,

The marginal tax rate of the selling firms is negatively related to the observed ex-

cess retums for the selling firm.
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öRH.; -4 > 0
öa

The transferability of the tax attributes is positively related to the observed excess

returns for the selling firm.

öR,H.4 0

The additional tax savings generated by revaluation of the asset base to yield larger

depreciation, and/or investment tax credits in the hands of the buying firm are positively

related to the observed excess returns for the selling firm.

öR. öR.
H.5 -4- 0, d —- 0ac, < an ac, <

The costs of transfer and revaluation of the asset base as defined above, are nega-

tively related to the observed excess returns for the selling firm. In competitive markets

for services C, is expected to be the minimum possible for all transactions. C, is a func-

_ tion of regulation and is expected to change with changes in regulation.

_ In addition to these hypotheses the importance of the relative size of the unit involved

in the sell off as compared to the size of the selling and the buying firm is also examined.
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In the absence of publically available historical financial data for the unit being sold off]

the information available for the selling firm must be used. The proportion divested

alongwith the value of the transaction is information that the market can use to revalue

the remaining firm. The tax benefits acquired by the buying firm can be utilized only to-

the extent that it has existing tax liabilities that can be reduced by using these benefits.

The relative size of the acquiring firm becomes important in determining the likelihood

of utilization for the acquired tax benefits. The following chapter describes the meth-

odology used in testing these hypotheses.
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The present research is directed at examining the effects of changes in tax legislation on

returns received by selling firms engaged in corporate sell offs. The empirical study is

specifically focused on the following broad areas:

1. the presence of excess returns for sell off events;

2. differences in the magnitude of such returns over periods of contrasting tax regu-

lation; and,

3. the role of the factors hypothesised in the theoretical development above in ex-

plaining the magnitude of such excess returns. Briefly, the factors theoretically

suggested are:

1. tax rates for the buying and selling fxrms;

2. revaluation of the asset base during transfer; and,
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3. the transfer of unutilized NOL’s.

In order to avoid loss of validity due to grouping together of disparate elements, we .

identify homogenous subsets of events and then analyze the excess returns obtained

and their functional relationships with the hypothesized variables. The primary classi-

fication is done by four types of informational events and three regulatory periods as

described below.

Type of event V

Finance theory indicates that all current information is impounded in market prices.

Thus, market prices should reflect the effect of new information regarding an impending

or completed transaction at the instant such information first reaches the market. The

event date is, therefore, identified as the date of the first public announcement of the ·

sell off The announcement of an intention to sell a portion of the company, a news

release concerning the completion of the transaction, and the amiouncement of an

agreement to sell generally occur on different dates or in some cases may not occur at

all. Thus, the following types of events are possible;

1. initial public announcement of the intention to sell an identified segment of the

business, division or line ofactivity;
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2. public announcement of an agreement in principle for the transaction in which case

the buyer is identified and the terms of the exchange may be armounced ( price, tax

. structure);

3. public announcement of completion of the sale in which case the buyer and terms
I

of the exchange may be announced; and,

4. the date on which the terms of the transaction take effect, as stated in the SEC

. documents filed by the transacting parties.

Sell offs usually involve more than one announcement. Typically the announcement of

an intention to sell or agreement in principle is followed by an announcement of com-

pletion of the transaction. In all such cases the first announcement, of the entire chain

of events is taken to be the event date. It should be noted that in cases where no public

announcement is made the relevant information becomes public knowledge as soon as

the SEC documents are filed. (SEC records are open to public.) There are statutory

requirements that these documents be filed promptly on completion of the transaction.

In cases where no public announcement is made or it is made subsequent to the date the3
transaction is effective, the event date is defined as the date the transaction becomes

effective.

The announcement/effective date of the transaction is taken from the listing in the

Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) database provided by the Automatic Data Processing

company. This database contains a listing of all corporate control transactions (i.e.

mergers, acquisitions, divestitures and liquidations) valued at S l million or above. An-

nouncement dates obtained from the M&A database are confirmed initially using the
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Wall Street Journal Index (WJI) and the National Newspaper index which currently in-

cludes the N Y Times, the L A Times, and the Washington Post. All news items related

to individual frrms appearing during the year prior to the announcement date listed in

the M&A database are studied to ascertain whether any prior mention of the sell off has

been made. In the event of such prior mention, the date of its occurrance becomes the
J

event date. In case the announcement date falls on a non-trading day (e.g. during the

weekend when the stock market is closed), the first trading day following this date is

taken to be the event date. The precise identification of the event date is made by veri-

fying the announcements from the Dow Jones News Wire and the Broadtape transcripts.

These services provide the date and time of the announcement, making it possible to

verify if an announcement was made after the market's closing; if so, the event date is

defined as the next trading day.

To ensure that only the effect of the seH off announcement is being measured, any

announcement which contains potentially contaminating information (e.g.

eamings/dividends announcements, changes in investment policy) is excluded from the

sample. lf any such extraneous announcement occurs during the 80 day period (-40 to

+40), the sell off event is dropped from the sample. This 80 day period is selected in

order to ensure comparability of the results obtained in the present research with the

results obtained earlier by other researchers. [ Klein(l986), Linn & Rozeff(l985) ] The

classification proposed above results in the following four sub-groups;

I. public announcement made prior to the completion of the transaction and identify-

ing the buyer;
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2. public announcement made prior to the completion of the transaction without

identifying the buyer ( may or may not be made available subsequently) ;

3. public announcement made only after completion of the transaction, which auto-

matically contain buyer identification; and, '

4. a control group of transaction with completion dates listed in the Mergers and
1

Acquisitions database but for which no public announcement could be located for

a two year period surrounding the completion date.

Regulatory Environment

In the theoretical model developed in the preceding chapter, oz was defined as a variable

representing the degree of transferability of tax attributes. That is, the larger a is, the

easier it becomes to transfer the tax attributes, which yields a larger value to the selling

firm in the event ofa divestiture. Although ot can not be quantified directly, time periods

during which the tax laws and their interpretation differed significantly regarding the

transferability of tax attributes can be identified.

The five year time span covered in this study extends from 1981 through 1985. This

period was chosen because it contains three clearly identifiable periods during which sell

off transactions received distinctly different tax treatments. The regulatory differences

between these periods are detailed above in the tax regulation history section. Briefly
1

the three periods are listed below.
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1. Period 1-1/1/81 to 9/30/82: During this period safe harbor leasing was available as

a low cost alternative to sell offs for transferring and/or for revaluing existing asset
I

base related tax shields.

2. Period II-10/1/82 to 12/31/83: At the beginning of this period safe harbor leasing

was abolished. Introduction of simplified partial liquidation provisions reduced the

costs of asset base revaluation and allowed preservation of the accumulated Net

. Operating Losses (NOLs) of the unit being sold off

3. Period III-1/ 1/84 to 12/31/85:4 At the beginning of this period partial liquidation

provisions were abolished and consistency rules were enforced which required that

a choice be made to either preserve the accumulated NOLs or revalue the asset base.

To study the effect of the change in the tax environment on shareholder wealth, the

seller sample is divided according to the date of the sell off announcement. The an-

nouncements made during the period January 1, 1981 to September 30, 1982 are as-

signed to Period I, those made between October 1, 1982 and December 31, 1983 are

assigned to Period II; and those made between January 1, 1984 and December 31, 1985

fall in Period III.

The three regulatory periods defmed above should be important in explaining the dif-

ference in excess returns earned by the sellers. During Period I Safe Harbor Leasing

mechanism can be used to market existing/ potential asset base related tax attributes

without incurring the expenses of a sell off _Returns from sell offs represent only the in-

cremental value acquired by NOLs during the transfer. In Period II partial liquidations

offer an opportunity to avoid the costs of tax recaptures while taking advantage of the

revaluation of the asset base and related tax attributes. In addition existing/ incremental
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NOL related tax attributes are preserved; thus, sell offs now yield both the advantages

of the improved utilization ofaccumulated NOLs as well as existing and potential asset

base related tax shields. Period III restricts the available options to making a choice

between preserving accumulated NOLs and tax benefits, or revaluing the asset base and

generating higher related tax attributes.

These rules limit the gains available from sell offs to the greater of either preserving ex-

isting tax attributes and utilizing them at the buyers tax rate or revaluation of the asset

base to generate higher depreciation and Investment tax credits. The foregoing de-

scription indicates that the highest excess retums should be realized during Period II.

This classification scheme creates twelve non overlapping cells ( 4 event types X 3 time

periods). The importance of the factors identified in the theoretical model development

in preceding chapter in explaining excess Ictums is evaluated across the three time pe-

riods in the aggregate and then further analysed within each announcement type for the

three time periods to verify that the observed effects are valid. The specific factors are

listed below:

I. Tax rates for the buying and selling firms

2. Revaluation of the asset base during the transfer

3. Transfer of unutilized NOLs

4. Divested unit as a proportion of the divesting firm.
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5. Divested unit as a proportion of acquiring firm. ‘

_ 6. Announcment of the price received for the divestiture

Klein(l986) reports that the proportion of the divesting firm sold in a divestiture is im-

portant in explaining the returns received by the selling firm. She suggests that a larger

divestiture reveals more information about the worth of the firm and reports that a
A

positive relationship exists between the size of the divestiture and the magnitude of the

excess retums realized by the selling firm. The size of the divested unit as a proportion

of the acquiring firm bought may be material in explaining the returns received by the

selling firm since it would effect the extent to which the acquired tax attributes can

shelter the buying firm’s taxable income. The larger the reduction in the buyer's taxable

income , the larger the savings in taxes. Maximum savings in taxes occur at or near the

marginal tax rate of the buyer. The hypothesized signs therefore for the proportion sold

by the seller is positive, and for the proportion bought is negative.

_ Previous studies [Klein(1986), Lirm & Rozeff(1985) ] indicate that the release of price

information is associated with higher returns for selling fums. If releasing such infor-

mation is value increasing behavior, in the absence ofany related costs ofproviding such

inf'ormation,over time an increasing proportion of firms would release such information.

A comparison of the proportion of f'1rms including the price information in the trans-

action announcement for the three periods is made by assessing the significance of a

simple 3;* statistic formulated as follows
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X1 = (AN; — 1/2)2
+ (AN; · 1/2)° + (AN; · 1/2)2

_ (1/2) (1/2) (1/2)

where; AN, = Number of announcements incorporating price information in period t. Q

In a random sample and in the absence of any valuation effect, price information is as

likely to be revealed as it is likely to be withheld. If the release of price information is

a value increasing activity then a significantly higher proportion than half of the

divesting fu·rns should release such information. This X' statistic measures if there is a

significant difference between the proportion of firms reporting price information and

the random level ofhalf the sample being analyzed. The next step is to determine if there

is any difference in the means ofevent day excess returns for selling firms providing price

information or withholding such information. The Wilcoxon rank sum test is used to

compare the retums for these two groups for the aggregate sample as well as for the

subsets defined above.

Excess Return Analysis

' Excess returns for the selling frms are estimated for each security from the following

model:

ari: = ri: ' ERit (1)
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where,

ar„ = the excess return for security i in period t

r,, = the observed return for security i in period t
I

ER„ = the expected return for security i in period t
I I

The expected retum generating process is assumed to be the following:

ERat = aa + bl(rm«) (2)

where a, and b, are estimated regression coeflicients obtained by regressing the retums

on security i in period t, r„, against the retum on a market portfolio in period t, rm,.

Excess retums are obtained directly from the CRSP Excess Retum File which uses the

Scholes and Williams method [1977] of adjusting for nonsynchronous trading. Specif-

ically, ER„ is estimated by grouping annually all securities listed on the NYSE and the

AMEX into ten equal control portfolios ranked according to their Scholes and Williams

[l977] beta estimates from the prior year. Each security is thus assigned to one of the

ten portfolios. The observed retum for the control portfolio to which security i is as-

signed is then used as the estimate of ER,,. The excess retum, ar„, is then calculated

according to (I). For each portfolio of securities, the average excess return, denoted

AR,, is estimated for each day over the period of interest surrounding the event date (t

= 0). The average excess returns are estimated for each value of t from -40 to + 40 days

around the event date according to the following equation:

I1
. AR, = _Zl ari, /n (3)

l=
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(for i= 1 to n securities).

The AR, is calculated for each of the twelve subsets defined above and preliminary

analysis is carried out to establish the statistical significance of the observed excess re-

tums received by the selling firms. When the existence of significant excess returns is

established in some or all of the cases detailed above, the magnitude of such observed

excess returns is compared among different pairs of cases to check for statistically sig-

. nificant differences.

The parametric test statistics used for such analyses require the observations to be in-

dependent and normally distributed. The entire sample excess returns as well as the

subsets formed as described above are subjected to a Kolmogrov-Smirnoff test to verify

the normality of the distribution for sets where the sample size is greater than fifty one.

In case of smaller sample sizes the Shapiro- Wilk statistic, w, is calculated and compared

with the range of critical values. Small values of the w statistic lead to rejection of the

null hypothesis of normality. Verification of normality‘ allows us to use the standard t

statistics for assessing whether the observed excess returns are significantly different

from zero. Once normality is verified, the excess returns are examined for the presence

of autocorrelation using a time series analysis for lags from 1 to 10 days}

Hearth and Zaima report that there is an increase in variance during the sell off event

period. Such a shift may generate heteroscedasticity in the sample. The crosssectional

variances of daily excess returns for the event period (-40, +40) are compared with the

event day crossectional variance using a standard F test to determine if

‘
lf the distribution is found to be non-normal and cannot be approximated by a normal distribution, it is
advisable to use non parametric tests such as Wilcoxon rank sum test.

‘
Prior evidence on independence of residuals is conflicting, Klein found them to be independent, Linn &
Rozeff found Ist order autocorrelation
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heteroscedasticity is present. If normality of the distribution is not supported, a non

parametric sign test is used to test for the presence of heteroscedasticity.

In the presence of a normal distribution and in the absence of autocorrelation and

heteroscedasticity a standard t-test can be used to test the statistical significance of the

AR,'s:

7] = AR, /standard error of AR,

In the presence of heteroscedasticity, autocorrelation or if the distribution is not found

to be normal, non parametric tests (e.g. Wilcoxon rank sum test) can be used to test for

significance. Relative to parametric statistics, the non parametric tests are more powerful

and yield robust results in cases of departures of the distributions from normality and

homoscedasticity. The only requirement is that the observations are independent.

The next step after establishing the significance of excess returns for the subset classi-

fications is to determine if the differences between the excess returns observed for the

different subsets are statistically significant. The parametric tests for such comparisons

are dependent upon the aforementioned requirements of normal, independent and

homoscedastic distributions. In addition t tests of differences between means lose their

sensitivity as the sample sizes for the groups being compared become much larger or

smaller in comparison to each other. In view of the fact that some of the subsets formed

for our analysis are much larger than others and in some very small subsets the returns

may not be normally distributed a non parametric test, the Wilcoxon rank sum test, is

used to compare means for different pairs of observation sub-samples to determine if the

groups belong to different populations. For multiple sub-sample comparisons the
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Kruskal-Wallis test is used to determine if the null hypothesis of equal means can be

rejected.

The comparisons using the Kruskal-Wallis tcst are made for ;

il.
Sub groups by event types (4 types)

2. Sub groups by time periods (3 periods)

Further the mean event day excess returns are compared for the following pairs using

the Wilcoxon rank sum test ;

1. For each time period (3 pairs)

2. For each event type (6 pairs)

”
3. For each type among different periods (4 X 3) 12 pairs.

4. For each period among different types (3 X 6) 18 pairs.

The tests 3 and 4 above allowus to determine if significant differences exist between the

subsets defined above and if such differences for the two factors (time period and event

type) are independent of each other.
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The effect of the sell off announcement on shareholder wealth for a given time period

beginning at K and extending through L is examined using cumulative average residuals

(CAR's). The CAR over the period K to L (-40 to +40) and sub periods within this

period is defined as follows:

L
CARK_L = ZKAR, (4)

t:

(L = -40, -39..... +39, +40) A

The following t-test° is used to test for the significance of the CAR’s. Tests of signif-

icance for the CAR’s observed for the event subsets are also performed to determine if

the observed magnitudes are statistically significant.

tCAR = CAR,j(Var(AR,))]—/2

where T is the number of days from K to L.

The CARs are formed for the three non-overlapping series to determine if there is a

difference in the market’s reaction to the announcement between pre announcement,

announcement and post announcement periods. The presence of significant CAR’s for

the pre announcement period may indicate the possibility of information leakages in the

market. There may be some information available to the market prior to the public an-

' nouncement/ SEC filing reflecting a high likelihood of the sell off occuring and its ex-

6 This t-test assumes that the excess returns are uncorrelated over time. The use of the Scholes-Williams
L met.hod [1977] of adjusting for nonsynchronous trading should result in excess returns which approxi-

mately satisfy this assumption. Asquith and Mullins [1986] provide evidence that t.his is in fact the case
for their sample of 531 stock offerings.
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pected impact on stock value. Significant CAR’s during the event period would indicate

that the transaction is perceived to be value changing. The behavior of CAR’s in the

post announcement period would indicate if the value change is perceived to be of an

enduring nature and whether any reassessment occurs after more information regarding

the transaction
dis

available to the market.

Explanatory Relationships _

The central issue being examined in this study is the role of taxes in explaining any dif-

ference in the magnitude of excess returns realized by firms engaging in sell offs. The

non-parametric tests discussed in the preceding section will shed some light on the im-

portance of the tax environment, oz, in explaining excess returns. The next issue to be

explored is the importance of the specific tax factors hypothesized in the theoretical

discussion above in determining the excess returns, specifically

l. marginal tax rates of the buying and selling firms;

2. transfer ofNOLs from seller to buyer; and

3. revaluation of the asset base during the transfer to generate larger tax benefits.
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A subset of sell off transactions containing enough information is identified to analyze

the contributions of these variables towards explaining the observed excess returns. The

following constraints are used to qualify the transactions for inclusion in the analysis.

1. The selling and buying firms are listed on the compustat tapes for verification of

balance sheet data.

_ 2. Selling firm is listed on CRSP excess returns tape for at least one year prior to the

sell off

3. The buyer and seller are involved in only one sell off during the balance sheet period

so that the restated figures reflect the effect of only one transaction for which the

corresponding event day excess return is available from the CRSP excess returns

tape.

Utilizing this subset of transactions the following regression is formed and evaluated for

the total 5 year period and for each of the identified tax periods.

Ri = ßo + ßlTCl + ß2T¢o + ß3NOL + ßaöd

where;

R, is the event day excess retum.

Tc, = The buying firm's marginal tax rate.

Tco = the selling firm's marginal tax rate.
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NOL = NOLs transferred from the seller to the buyer.

S, = the revaluation of asset base as a result of the transfer from seller to buyer’s

books,(from restated figures due to acquisitions/divestitures in COmpUStat tapes).

In general, it is expected that ;

ßl 2 0 1

B2 S 0 1

B3 2 0 1

ß4 2 0 1

The coefficients are evaluated for the aggregate sample and for the three sub periods to

see if any structural shifts occur.

Previously it has been shown, Klein(86), that the proportion of the selling firm divested

in a sell off is important in explaining the magnitude of excess returns. The present

study hypothesizes that the proportional size of the asset base acquired by the buying

firm should be important in explaining the returns. To solely exarnine the importance

of the size of the divestiture in determining the magnitude of excess retums to the seller,

the following regression is formed;

Ri = ßo + ßlöAs + ß2öAb

where ;

SA, is the proportion of gross value of asset base divested by seller, and, SA, is the pro-

portion of gross value of asset base acquired by the buyer. It is expected that
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ß, 2 0 and

~

v

B2 S 0

Next, the two terms, SA, and SA, are added to the regression model with the theoretically

hypothesized tax factors to yield the following augmented model;

Ri = ßo
ßzrrco + ß3NOL + ß4öd + BSÖAS + ß6öAb

where the variables are as defined earlier. ‘

An F test is then used to test if the predictive ability of the regression model improves

significantly by the addition of these variables. The values of R2 and the coefiicients

of this augmented model are also examined for any changes. The augmented regression

is initially run for the aggregate sample and then separately for the three sub periods to

examine the interaction of the explanatory factors with the three tax periods and to see

if the significance of these factors changes between periods.

The hypothesized explanatory variables are examined and compared for the three peri-

ods to verify if any structural shifts have occured. Specifically, the mean, median and

standard deviation for the hypothesized variables, Tc, , Tc„, NOL, Sd, SA,, SA, are cal-

culated. Then a Kruskal-Wallis test is performed for each of the variables across the

three periods to identify any changes in the composition of the factors involved in the

sell off transactions. Similarly the distribution of the asset base size and the value of the

divestiture are examined to ensure that the populations being compared are subsets of
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the same distribution and to confirm that the magnitude of the coefficients has indeed

changed with the periods.

The sample of transactions included in the analysis are reported in the next section. A

Sample Description

The sample being analyzed contains a subset of all sell offs completed during the period

January 1, 1981 and December 31, 1985 as evidenced by filing of 8-K reports with the

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and meeting data sufficiency requirements.

The sample is limited to completed transactions as prior literature indicates that endur-

ing valuation effects are observed only in the case of completed corporate control

transfers. These transactions are identified from the Mergers and Acquisitions database

maintained by the Automatic Data Processing Company. This database contains all

corporate control transfers (Mergers, acquisitions and divestitures) valued at one million

dollars or higher. A total of 578 completed sell offs are listed in this database for the

period of analysis, January 1, 1981 to December 31, 1985. Dow Jones News wire and

Broadtape transcripts are used in addition to the Wall Street Journal Index and the

National Newspaper Index to precisely identify the date and time of the first public an-

nouncement for the transaction. These sources are initially searched for a period of one

, year preceding the completion date of the sell off as listed in the database. Once an

announcement is located the search is made for one year preceding this announcement

_ date to verify that no prior mention of the sell off occured. The date of the earliest an-

nouncement is taken to be the event date. In case an announcement is made after the
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market’s closing time the next trading day is defined as the event date. Public an-

nouncements could be located for 542 of the sell offs listed in the M&A database. The

following criteria are used to qualify the transactions for inclusion in the sample.

1. The sell off must be voluntary and not made to comply with regulatory directives.

This condition eliminates 19 sell offs from the sample.

2. The selling firm must be a preexisting publicly traded entity listed on the CRSP

tapes for a period of at least one year before the sell off announcement date. This

condition is necessary to allow use of the excess returns data for the firm. This

~ qualification elirninates 73 sell offs from the sample.

3. The sell off must pertain to a single identifiable unit or business segment of the

selling firm. Grouped divestiture announcements involving combinations of busi-

nesses or units are excluded from the sample. Such announcements involve multiple

price shocks and are likely to affect significance of the results. This condition elimi-

nates 46 sell offs, the two major firms involved in these cases are Beatrice Corpo-

A ration with 6 announcements involving 17 businesses and Gulf Corporation with 4

announcements involving 15 units. Both of these firms were undergoing major re-

structuring during this period.

4. The sell off announcement should not contain any other information with potential

valuation impact, e.g. dividends, annual results, changes in investment policy etc. to

V
avoid any contamination. This condition eliminates 19 sell offs from the sample.
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5. The selling firm should not be involved in another corporate control transfer

(Merger, acquisition or divestiture) within 40 days (-20 to + 20) of the sell off event
n

being analyzed so that the effect of the sell off announcement can be isolated and

studied. This condition eliminates ll sell offs from the sample.

6. _The sell off should not be a part of liquidation or bankruptcy proceedings. This

condition eliminates 6 sell offs from the sample.

The sample thus contains 404 sell offs, of which public announcements can be located

for 368 case. The subset of completed sell offs for which no public announcement can

be located is treated as the comparison standard against which the announcement day

effect for the sell offs is evaluated. The sell off announcements are classified by the type

of announcement depending on the timing and amount of information provided as well

as the regulatory period during which the announcement is made. Four such types of

announcement events were previously identified. The sample size for each is given as

follows;

1. Public announcement made prior to the completion of the transaction and identify-

ing the buyer are assigned to announcement type 1. There are 281 such transactions

in the sample.

2. Public announcement made prior to the completion of the transaction without

identifying the buyer ( may or may not be identified subsequently) are assigned to

announcement type 2. 69 such sell offs are included in this sample.
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3. Public announcement made only after completion of the transaction, which auto-

matically contain buyer identification are assigned an announcement type of 3.

Further, the event date used for these announcements is the date on which 8-K re-

ports are filed with SEC. There are 18 such sell offs in the sample.

4. A control group of completion dates listed in the Mergers and Acquisitions data-

base for which no public announcement could be located for a two year period sur-

rounding the completion date is used for comparison purposes and is assigned the

announcement type of 0. There are 36 sell offs which fall in this group.

Previously three time periods were identified, during which the tax environment changed

significantly. The number of sell offs occuring in each period is given below.

1. 105 announcements made during the period (1/1/81 to 9/30/82) are assigned to an-

nouncement period l. During this period safe harbor leasing is available as a low

cost alternative to sell offs for transferring and/or for revaluing existing asset base

related tax shields. —
2. 95 announcements made during the period (10/1/82 to 12/31/83) are assigned to

announcement period 2. At the beginning of this period safe harbor leasing was

abolished. Introduction of simplified partial liquidation provisions reduced the costs

of asset base revaluation and allowed preservation of the accumulated Net Operat-

ing Losses (NOLs) of the unit being sold off

3. 168 announcements made during the period (1/1/84 to 12/31/85) are assigned to

announcement period 3. At the beginning of this period partial liquidation pro-
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visions were abolished and consistency rules were enforced which required that a

choice be made to either preserve the accumulated NOLs or revalue the asset base.

Variable Description

_The following variables are used to evaluate the relationships hypothesized in the the-

oretical model.

l. Net Operating Losses (NOLs) are the unutilized NOLs avaialable to the selling firm

at the end of the year preceding the year of the sell off The level of these NOLs

is standardized by dividing the absolute value of the NOLs by the equity value of

the selling firm.

2. Revaluation is the difference between the the value of the assets sold listed as dis-

continued operations in the selling firm's balance sheet and the value of the same

assets listed as acquired assets in the buying firm's balance sheet for the year in

which the transfer takes place. This difference is also standardized by dividing it
i

_ with the selling lirm's equity value.

3. The buyer’s and seller’s tax rates are as listed on the Compustat tape for the year

of the sell off
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Empirical Analysis

Empirical results and interpretation

A preliminary finding of this study is that in general sell offs generate excess returns for

the selling firms. The event day excess retum for the entire sample over the 1981-1985

time span is 1.0576 % and highly significant ( t = 6.71). As Table l reveals this result

is in conforrnity with previous research. The magnitude and significance levels are both

found to be comparable to previously reported results.

The distribution of observed event day excess returns is checked for any departure from

assumptions of normality, homoscedasticity and the absence of correlation between the

, daily excess retums for the period leading up to and following the event date. The results

indicate that the event day excess returns are normally distributed for the entire sample

as well as for the three classifications of periods and four event type subsets. The daily

average excess returns for the leading and trailing periods are also free from serial cor-
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relation. The CAR's for the leading period (-20 to -1) are positive at 0.1295% and in-

significant (t=0.2605) indicating the absence of information leakages. Sirnilarly, the

CAR's for the trailing period ( + 1 to + 20) are negative at -0.5479% and insignificant

(t= -0.7727). These results in combination with the event day excess returns indicate

that there is an enduring increase in value as a result of the sell off transaction and a

significant price reaction occurs on the event date.

Tax Environment Comparison

Table 2 reports the results of segmenting the sample for each of the three subperiods

defined according to the differing tax treatments of the sell off transactions. Specifically,

the event day excess returns realized for sell off announcements are positive and sig-

nificant for all three sub periods as expected. Further, there are significant differences

between the level of realized excess returns for the three regulatory periods and the

magnitudes of the event day excess returns are as hypothesized. That is, the event day

excess returns are the highest during the second period at 1.5404% (t= 5.73), followed

by the third period excess returns of 1.1454% (t=4.53%) and the first period excess re-

turns of 0.4803% (t = 1.72) are the smallest as hypothesized. The null hypothesis of

no difference between the observed event day excess returns across the three time periods

is rejected at better than a .01 level of significance using a Kruskal-Wallis test ( chi-

square approximation).

Pairwise comparisons are made using the Wilcoxin Rank Sum test to assess the signif-

icance of the observed differences among periods. The results are reported in table 3.

For the second period, during which the tax treatment of sell off transactions is most

favorable, the event day excess returns are significantly higher than those for each of the
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other two periods. The excess returns observed for the third period are higher than for

the first period but the significance level for the difference is low. The results reflect the
U

extremely favorable effect of the freedom from regulatory costs enjoyed by the firms

during the second period. While the firms are free to select the option that maximizes

their gains during the third period, the loss of one of the two components( NOLs/ Re-

valuation) and imposition of regulatory costs result in excess returns being lower than

those in the second period. The regulatory period effect is thus shown to be significant.

' That is cz, > tz, and ct, > ot,.

Announcement Type Comparison

The effect of timing and content of the announcement is analyzed next to determine if

there is a significant announcement effect. The announcements are classified as types 0

through 3 as described in the methodology chapter. A significant announcement effect

can be observed in Table 4. Announcements made prior to the sell off event in which

the buyer is identified result in event day excess returns of 1.1791% (t= 6.14); and the

announcements made prior to the event but not identifying the buyer earn 0.5959%

(t= 2.76) excess returns on the announcement date. Interestingly enough, sell offs for

which public announcements are made after the SEC statement filing earn positive but

barcly significant excess returns of 0.9305% (t= 1.11) on the day of such filing. ln

contrast, excess returns for cases where no announcement is made at all are negative and

insignificant at -0.1932% ( t= -0.60).

When the returns for the different announcement types are compared using a Kruskal-

Wallis test, the null hypothesis of no difference between excess returns observed for the

four types is rejected at better than a 0.025 level of significance. The sub sample ofexcess
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returns for cases where announcements are made , (announcement types 1 through 3 )

however does not show a significant difference for the group as a whole indicating that

any kind of announcement is better than no announcement at all.

To compare the effect of information contained in the announcement and to test the

informational efficiency of the market, a comparison is made between excess returns

obtained for the announcements with and without an identified buyer and cases where

8-K statements are filed before a public announcement is made. That is, cases where

no announcements are found (type 0) are eliminated from the sample and the Kruskal-

Wallis test is run again. The test results show that the observed differences in event day

excess returns for the three remaining announcement types are insignificant. This sup-

ports informational efficiency of the market since even in the absence of a public an-

nouncement the information contained in the 8-K reports is immediately evaluated by

the market. The Kruskal-Wallis test yields a X2 statistic of 2.82, ( P > X2 = 0.2439 ).

Significance of buyer information contained in the prior announcement is exarnined us-

ing a Wilcoxon rank sum test. There seems to be considerable significance attached to

this information as the difference between excess returns realized by the firms providing

or withholding this information is significant at the 0.1066 level.(table 5)

Importance ofRevealing Price Information

Prior research [ Klein (1986) , Linn and Rozeff ( 1985) ] reports that providing price in-

formation at the time of the announcement results in higher returns for the selling firm.

Price information may be provided either as a dollar amount or by providing the terms

of the transaction, for example, the number of shares of stock transferred to the sellers
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or debt taken over by the buyers. While Linn and Rozeff (85) observe higher returns

being eamed by firms providing price information, they point out that such differences

g cannot be explained. An analysis of the event day excess retums for the present sample
w

reveals that they are positive and significant for the sell off announcements in which

price information is provided and those in which it is withheld. A Wilcoxon Rank Sum

Test is used to test for the existence of any significant difference between event day ex-

cess retums eamed by firms providing or withholding price information. The results

presented in table 6 below indicate that there is no valuation impact of the price infor-
‘

mation. A comparison of event day excess returns for the two groups segmented by the

three time periods also does not indicate that additional returns are eamed by firms

providing price information over the firms withholding such information. ln the absence

of a valuation effect price information is as likely to be withheld as it is to be provided.

The X2 statistic of 0.2170 ( with 5 degrees of freedom) testing whether the proportion

of firms providing price information is different from the expected level of 0.5, which

should exist in a random sample is insignilicant. This suggests that the firms announcing

sell off transactions are as likely to report the price information as they are to withhold

it. ln the presence of a valuation effect for price disclosure, such action would be irra-

tional.
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Table 1. Results of prior studies of sell offs -a comparison

Study Sample Returns T
Size (day 0)

Alexander,
Benson & Kampmeyer 53 +0.17 0.68

Jain 1107 + 0.70 4.04

Linn & Rozeff 77 + 1.45 5.35

Klein 279 +1.12 *** Z = 1.71

Rosenfeld 62 + 2.33 4.60

This study 368 + 1.05 6.71
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Table 2. Comparison of Event Day Excess Returns for Announcement Periods

ANNOUNCEMENT N MEAN STANDARD T PR> |T|
PERIOD DEVIATION

Total Sample 368 0.010576 0.030226 6.71 0.0001

Period 1 105 0.004803 0.028675 1.72 0.0891

Period 2 95 0.015404 0.026207 5.73 0.0001

Period 3 168 0.011454 0.032774 4.53 0.0001

Null hypothesis of equal returns for three periods is rejected.

KRUSKAL-WALLIS TEST (CHI-SQUARE APPROXIMATION)
CHlSQ= 10.35 DF= 2 PROB > CH1SQ= 0.0056
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Table 3. Pairwise Comaprison of Event Day Excess Returns for Announcement _

Periods
ANNOUNCEMENT N MEAN STANDARD T PR> |T|

PERIOD DEVIATION

TOTAL SAMPLE _ 368 0.010576 0.030226 6.71 0.0001

. PERIOD 1 105 0.004803 0.028675 1.72 0.0891

_ PERIOD 2 95 0.015404 0.026207 5.73 0.0001

' PERIOD 3 168 0.011454 0.032774 4.53 0.0001

Null hypothesis of equal returns for period 1 and period 2 is
rejected.

WILCOXON 2-SAMPLE TEST (NORMAL APPROXIMATION)
(WITH CONTINUITY CORRECTION OF .5)
S= 11621.50 Z= 2.9725 PROB > |Z|=0.0030 q

T-TEST APPROX. SlGNlFlCANCE= 0.0030

Null hypothesis of equal returns for period 2 and period 3 is
rejected.

WILCOXON 2-SAMPLE TEST (NORMAL APPROXIMATION)
(WITH CONTINUITY CORRECTION OF .5)
S= 16787.50 Z= 2.6156 PROB > |Z|=0.0089

T-TEST APPROX. SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0094

Null hypothesis of equal returns for period 1 and period 3 is not
rejccted.

WILCOXON 2-SAMPLE TEST (NORMAL APPROXIMATION)
(WITH CONTINUITY CORRECTION OF .5)
S= 15415.50 Z=·1.0256 PROB > |Z| =0.3051

T-TEST APPROX. SlGNIFICANCE= 0.3059
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Table 4. Event day Excess Returns for Announcement Types

ANNOUNCEMENT N MEAN STANDARD T PR> |T|
TYPE DEVIATION

0 V 36 -0.001932 0.016430 -0.71 0.4851

1 281 0.011791 0.032187 6.14 0.0001

2 69 0.005959 0.017915 2.76 0.0074

3 18 0.009305 0.035534 1.11 0.2820

Null hypothesis of equal returns for all groups (0-3) rejected.

KRUSKAL-WALLIS TEST (CHI-SQUARE APPROXIMATION)
CH1SQ= 9.44 DF= 3 PROB > CH1SQ=0.0240

Null hypothesis of equal returns for all announcement types( 1-3) is
not rejected.

KRUSKAL-WALLIS TEST (CHI-SQUARE APPROXIMATION)
CHlSQ= 2.82 DF= 2 PROB > CI-11SQ=0.2439

Null hypothesis of equal returns for announcement types 1 and 3 is
not rejected

WILCOXON 2—SAMPLE TEST (NORMAL APPROXIMATION)

(WITH CONTINUITY CORRECTION OF .5)

S= 2486.50 Z=-0.5990 PROB > |Z|=0.5492

T-TEST APPROX. SlGNIFICANCE= 0.5496
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Table 5. Comaprison of Event Day Excess Returns for Announcement Types

(Buyer Identification)

' ANNOUNCEMENT N MEAN STANDARD T PR> [Tl
TYPE DEVIATION

‘
No Announcement (0) 36 -0.001932 0.016430 -0.71 0.4851

Prior Announcement (I) 281 0.011791 0.032187 6.14 0.0001
Buyer ldentified

Prior Announcement (2) 69 0.005959 0.017915 2.76 0.0074
_ Buyer Not ldentified

Announcement After (3) 18 0.009305 0.035534 1.11 0.2820
Effective Date

Null hypothesis of equal returns for announcement type 1 and type 2
can be rejected at .10 level

WILCOXON 2-SAMPLE TEST (NORMAL APPROXIMATION)
(WITH CONTINUITY CORRECTION OF .5)
S= 10894.00 Z=-1.6135 PROB > |Zl=0.1066

T-TEST APPROX. SIGNIFICANCE= 0.1075
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Table 6. Comparison of Event Day Excess Returns for Price Disclosure

ANNOUNCEMENT N MEAN STANDARD T PR> |T|
TYPE DEVIATION

Price Disclosed 242 0.009158 0.031416 4.53 0.0001

Price Withheld 126 0.013301 0.027714 5.39 0.0001

Null hypothesis of equal returns for announcements providing or
withholding price information can not be rejected.

WILCOXON 2-SAMPLE TEST (NORMAL APPROXIMATION)
(WITH CONTINUITY CORRECTION OF .5)
S= 15672.50 Z= -1.0266 PROB > |Zl=0.3476

T-TEST APPROX. SIGNIFICANCE = 0.3489
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Explanatory Relationships

The central issue being examined in this study is whether the tax environment is signif-

icant in explaining any differences in the magnitude of excess returns realized by the

firms engaging in sell offs. Before proceeding further with this analysis it is necessary to

confirm that the comparisons for transactions assigned to different time periods are in

fact being made between similar cases. Kruskal-Wallis test is performed to compare the

asset base size of the firms participating in sell offs. A Kruskal-Wallis test fails to find

any significant difference between the size of the firms among different periods. Simi-

larly the transactions for which prices are available are compared for transaction size

across different periods and again no significant difference in size of the sell offs occuring

during the three periods can be found. This adds to the validity of the findings of this

study. Similar comparisons are made for the explanatory variables

Tc,, Tc„_NOL,ö,,,,öA,,öA,, for the three periods to verify if any structural shifts have

occured in the content of these transactions. The results indicate that there are differ-

ences in the levels of the hypothesized variables across the three time periods.

The following tests are designed to explore if the origin of the observed event day excess

returns can be explained by relating them to the factors hypothesised earlier, specifically,

1. Marginal tax rates of the buying and selling firms.

2. Transfer of NOLs from seller to buyer.

T
3. Revaluation of the asset base during the transfer to generate larger tax benefits.
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A subset of the sell off transactions, meeting the following conditions is identified for the

purpose of carrying out this analysis.
i

1. The selling and buying firms are listed on the Compustat tapes for verification of

balance sheet data.

2. The seller is listed on the CRSI° excess returns tape.

I
3. The buyer and seller are involved in only one sell off during the balance sheet period

so that the restated figures reflect the effect of only one transaction for which the

corresponding event day excess return is available from the CRSP daily excess re-

turns tape.

The subset meeting these conditions is identified. There are 139 such pairs of sellers and

buyers that are available for further analysis. Utilizing this subset of transactions the

following regression is formed and evaluated:

Rz = Bo + BITCI + ß2T¢o + ßsN0L + ßaöa

where;

R, is the event day excess return for the ith transaction.

Tc, = The buying firm's marginal tax rate.

Tc,, = the selling firm's marginal tax rate. _

NOL = NOLs transferred from the seller to the buyer.

8,, = the revaluation ofasset base as a result of the transfer from seller to buyer's books,(

from restated figures due to acquisitions/divestitures in Compustat)
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Analysing this sample for the 1981-1985 timespan yields very low R* of 0.0456 and F

value of 1.315. The coefficients for the complete sample have the hypothesized signs for

net operating losses (NOL), revaluation (Revalue), buyer’s tax rate (Btrate) and seller’s

tax rate (Strate) as revealed in table 9. Only the coefficient for the buyer’s tax rate,

however, is close to being significant. This indicates that a sell off to a buyer with a

higher marginal tax rate is likely to yield higher excess returns for the seller since the

transferred tax attributes can reduce the buyer’s tax liability.

The regression coefficients are next evaluated for the set ofhypothesized variables during

each of the three tax periods. The tax periods identified above offer a stable and distinct

tax environment for analysis of its effects on returns to selling stockholders. It is ob-

served that the importance of the variables changes according to the tax environment.

The results of the comparison are presented in table 10. The shifts in relative importance

of the variables in explaining the excess returns during the three periods are noticable.

During the first period the regression yields F value at 2.821 ( P > |F| = 0.0485) and

a R1 of0.3291. A comparison of these values with the original levels of 1.315 and 0.0456 °

for F value and R2 observed for the aggregate period suggests an improved fit for the

model. The positive and significant coefficient (t = 3.196, P > |t| = 0.0040) for the

NOLs indicates that firms having a higher proportion of NOLs involved in the trans-

action benefited more from the sell off during this period as compared to firms with

lower levels of NOLs involved in the sell off transactions. The coefficients on revalu-

ation, the buyer’s tax rate and the seller’s tax rate are insignificant, suggesting that the

level of these variables is not material in explaining the event day excess returns during

this tax period. This is in line with the explanation advanced in the theory section
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above. That is, in the presence of ’Safe Harbor’ leasing provisions, only NOLs acquire

additional value in the event of a sell off

I
During the second period the F value is 1.004 ( P > |F| = 0.4268) and the R2 is only

0.1543. Revaluation is the only significant factor ( t = 1.97, P > |t| = 0.0614) in ex-

plaining the excess returns realized by the selling firm stockholders. This indicates that

firms with assets that could generate substantial tax benefits by transfer benefited more

from sell offs. This provides support for the hypothesis being advanced that the higher
T

benefits realizable by the seller by utilizing the tax benefits transferred from the seller

result in improved returns for the selling stockholders. The low F value and R2 may be

attributed to a misspecified model resulting from an omitted variable. Specifically, ac-

quiring firms exercising the partial liquidation option may virtually eliminate the tax

benefit recapture costs on revaluation of asset base. This reduction in costs may ac-

count for the sudden spurt in excess returns generated by sell offs, data on the tax

benefit recaptures are not readily available and are therefore excluded from this study.

The elimination of partial liquidation provisions for the third period results in reimposi-

. tion of tax benefit recapture costs for revaluation of assets. The model performs better

during this period yielding an improved F value of 4.659 ( P > lF| = 0.0026) and an

R' of 0.2531. The results obtained in this study show that the buyer's tax rate is sta-

tistically significant ( t = 4.014, P > |t| = 0.0002). The insignificant coefficients for

NOLs and revaluation should not be surprising since they become equally available

during the third period. Since, only one of the benefits can be utilized, however, the

firms involved in the transaction would logically select the most profitable option. This

should result in the relative level of revaluation or available NOLs becoming immaterial.
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Klein(l986) has previously shown that the proportion of the selling firm divested in a

sell off is important in explaining the magnitude of excess returns to the seller. In the

present study the size of the unit being transferred as a proportion of the acquirer's asset

base is hypothesized to be negatively related to the excess returns to selling firm stock-

holders. Similarly the size of the divested unit as a proportion of the selling firm is hy-

pothesized to be positive. The following regression is formed and evaluated to determine

the role of the size of the divestiture in explaining the magnitude of selling stockholder

returns;

Ri = 56 + 5i6/% + 526/%

where ;

SA, is the proportion of gross value of asset base divested by seller, and, SA, is the pro-

portion of gross value of asset base acquired by the buyer. The results of this study,

however, do not support the hypothesized relationships. The model performs poorly for

the aggregate sample, yielding an F value of 1.149 ( P > |F| = ) and an R2 of0.0216.

The estimated„coefIicient for the proportion bought (Pbought) is positive and insignif-

icant at the same time the coefficient on the proportion sold (Psold) is negative and

marginally significant. The regression is also evaluated for each of the three sub periods

separately, and the results are presented at table . The F values and R' are uniformly

low for the three periods. This indicates that the relative size of the asset base divested

may not be a significant factor in explaining the excess returns earned by the selling

_ stockholders. The effect of relative proportions of asset base sold or bought in the

presence of the tax variables originally hypothesized is evaluated next by estimating the

following regression.
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R1 = Bo + ß1Tc1 + ß2T¢o ‘*' ß3·/VOL + ßaöd + ßsö/4: + ßöö/ib

Where the variables are as defined above. The results of estimating this augmented

model are provided at table 12 below. The F statistic and R2 change from 1.315 and

0.0456 to 1.329 and 0.0738 respectively with the addition of the proportion variables.

An F t€St is used to test for improvement in the predictive ability of the regression model

as a result of adding the variables for proportion sold and proportion bought to the

model. The F statistic for addition of these variables is 4.497, which is below the critical

value of 19.49 ( on = 0.05 significnace level). Similar comparison is made between the

results obtained for the original model and the augmented model for each subperiod.

The addition of these variables results in the F value declining from 2.821 to 2.454 for

the first period, from 1.004 to 0.990, during the second period and from 4.659 to 3.838

for the third period. The addition of these variables does not add significantly to the

explanatory power of the model.
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Table 7. Regression results for Hypothesized variables _

(Aggregate Sample)

VARIABLE DF PARAMETER STANDARD T PR> |T|
ESTIMATE ERROR

Period 1 .
Intercept 1 0.00811415 0.003199552 2.536 0.0126
NOL 1 0.00858775 0.01085171 0.791 0.4304
Revalue 1 0.00017852 0.001737595 0.103 0.9184
Btrate 1 0.00002259 0.000012206 1.851 0.0668
Strate 1 -0.00000156 0.00000251 1 -0.623 0.5348

FVALUE 1.315 P > |Fl = 0.2688
R-SQUARE 0.0456
ADJ R-SQ „ 0.0109
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Table 8. Regression results for Hypothesized variables

(Announcement Periods)

VARIABLE DF PARAMETER STANDARD T PR>|T1
ESTIMATE ERROR

Period 1 .
Intercept 1 0.00199640 0.00367237 0.544 0.5919
NOL 1 0.02086536 0.00652946 3.196 0.0040
Revalue 1 -0.00180726 0.00182818 -0.989 0.3332
Btrate 1 -0.00001042 0.00000955 -1.091 0.2866
Strate 1 -0.00000263 0.00000161 -0.163 0.8717

F VALUE 2.821 P > |F| = 0.0485
R·SQUARE 0.3291 .
ADJ R-SQ 0.2125

Period 2

Intercept 1 0.02036093 0.00871334 2.337 0.0290
NOL 1 0.26149587 2.16415418 0.121 0.9049
Revalue 1 0.01302550 0.00660883 1.971 0.0614
Btrate 1 0.00002375 0.00007891 0.301 0.7662
Strate 1 -0.00000392 0.00000903 -0.435 0.6681

F VALUE 1.004 P > |F| = 0.4268
R-SQUARE 0.1543
ADJ R-SQ 0.0006

Period 3

Intercept 1 0.00255327 0.00483223 0.528 0.5994
NOL 1 -0.04772373 0.11246955 -0.424 0.6730
Revalue 1 -0.00219442 0.00473800 -0.463 0.6451
Btrate 1 0.00007742 0.00001929 4.014 0.0002
Strate 1 -0.00000962 0.00000754 -1.276 0.2072

F VALUE 4.659 P > |F| = 0.0026
R-SQUARE 0.2531
ADJ R-SQ 0.1987
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Table 9. Regression results for Proportion Sold or Bought

(Announcement Periods)

· VARIABLE DF PARAMETER STANDARD T PR> IT]° ESTIMATE ERROR

Period 1

Intercept 1 0.01025840 0.00328280l 3.125 0.0023

Pbought 1 0.01020077 0.01978317 0.516 0.6072
L

Psold 1 -0.0380191l 0.02676844 -1.420 0.1585
E

F VALUE 1.149

R-SQUARE 0.0216

ADJ R—SQ 0.0028
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Table 10. Regression results for Hypotbesized variables
·

(Full Model)

VARIABLE DF PARAMETER STANDARD T PR> |T|
· ESTIMATE ERROR

Intercept 1 0.00687310 0.003934570 1.747 0.0837

NOL 1 0.00863052 0.01246168 0.693 0.4902

Revalue 1 0.00184457 0.002425378 0.761 0.4487

Btrate 1 0.00002381 0.000012842 1.854 0.0667

Stratc 1 -0.00210070 0.000002652 -0.792 0.4302

Psold 1 -0.04701577 0.02828336 -1.662 0.0996

Pbought 1 0.02300881 0.02282086 1.008 0.3158

FVALUE 1.329 P > |F| = 0.2515

R-SQUARE 0.0738

ADJ R-SQ 0.0183
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Table 11. Regression Results for Hypothesized Variables- Full Model

(Announcement Periods)

VARIABLE DF PARAMETER STANDARD T PR>|T|
ESTIMATE ERRORPeriod 1 I

lntercept 1 0.00432800 0.0049641 1 0.872 0.3942 _
NOL 1 0.02227462 0.00724802 3.073 0.0063
Revalue 1 0.09384020 0.05074210 1.849 0.0800
Btrate 1 -0.00001 171 0.00001007 -1.163 0.2593
Strate 1 -0.00000513 0.00000016 -0.317 0.7549
Psold 1 -0.11828537 0.10216482 -1.158 0.2613

Pbought 1 0.02183963 0.03809363 0.573 0.5732

F VALUE 2.454 P > |F| = 0.0629
R-SQUARE 0.4366
ADJ R-SQ 0.2587

Period 2
I

Ilntercept 1 0.02033923 0.01244964 1.634 0.1197
NOL 1 0.49078213 2.38519656 0.206 0.8393
Revalue 1 0.05186507 0.04608851 1.125 0.2752
Btrate 1 0.00006884 0.00010969 0.628 0.5382
Strate 1 -0.00001087 0.00001598 -0.680 0.5049
Psold 1 0.16116508 0.12879725 1.251 0.2268

Pbought 1 -0.02446553 0.07175681 -0.341 0.7371

F VALUE 0.990 P > |F| = 0.4608
R-SQUARE 0.2482
AD.] R-SQ -0.0024

Period 3

Intercept 1 -0.0021252l 0.00555288 -0.383 0.7036
NOL 1 0.03191791 0.12155418 0.263 0.7940
Revalue 1 0.00331992 0.00540592 0.614 0.5420
Btrate 1 0.00008258 0.00001987 4.155 0.0001
Strate 1 -0.00001208 0.00000770 -1.569 0.1231
Psold 1 -0.02872194 0.08110743 -0.354 0.7248

Pbought 1 0.06952856 0.03042433 2.285 0.0267

FVALUE 3.838 P > [Fl = 0.0032
R-SQUARE 0.3197

I ADJ R-SQ 0.2364
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Summary and Conclusions

Prior empirical studies of corporate sell offs report that the shareholders of the selling

firms earn positive excess return. Identification of an economic rationale for such re-

sults, however, has received only limited attention. The purpose of the present study

was to theoretically and empirically examine the role of taxes in corporate sell offs. The

theoretical model developed in the present study relates the change in appraised value

of the divested unit during the sell off to the marginal tax rates of the buying and selling

firms, presence of accumulated net operating losses, revaluation of the asset base during

the transfer to generate additional depreciation and/ or investment credits.

Using excess returns analysis the impact of voluntary corporate sell offs on shareholder

wealth for the selling firms. is empirically examined. The presence of gains for selling

firm stockholders is confirmed and is in harmony with the prior studies. Next, an at-

tempt is made to identify the source of such gains by analyzing the impact of the hy-

pothesized variables on the excess returns received from the sell offs.
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In view of the importance of the tax regulations in determining the magnitude and costs

of realizing such benefits an analysis of the effects of regulatory environment in ex-

plaining the realized excess returns is undertaken.

The findings of the study are listed below.

l) The selling firm stock holders experience an increase in wealth as a result of the sell

off transaction.

2) The regulatory environment governing tax implications of these transactions is an

important factor for determining the observed excess returns.

3) The restrictions placed on redeployment of tax benefits result in lower returns for

the selling stock holders.

4) The marginal tax rates of the buyer and to a lesser extent that of the seller are im-

portant in determining the gains from the sell off ‘

5) The revaluation of the asset base is an important factor in determining the excess

returns during the period when such revaluation can be made without a high cost.

The results would indicate that a unit or firm with accumulated NOLs or assets that can

be revalued to generate higher tax benefits would be a desirable acquisition if such ben-

efits can be transferred and realized at an acceptable cost. The firms most likely to

benefit from such transfers and therefore willing to provide a higher prices for the unit

or firm being acquired would be the firms that have a high level of tax liability. The

timing and information content of the sell off announcement are examined next to de-

termine if there is any difference in the excess returns realized by the selling firm stock-

holders for various types of announcements and revelation or withholding of price

information.- The results indicate that price information by itself does not add to the re-

alized excess returns for the selling firm stockholders.
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The results ofthe present research have important policy implications regarding the

regulatory constraints imposed on the corporate control transfer activity. There have

n · been continuing attempts by the legislators and regulators to make it more difficult and

expensive for the acquirers to benefit from utilizing Net Operating Losses (NOLs) and V

other tax benefits of the acquired units. Such attempts are sought to be justified as a

way of preserving independence of the smaller firms. This research suggests that such

restrictions reduce the benefits available to the selling firm’s stockholders and result in

. loss of value. It is shown that if laws designed to make acquisitions more costly and

therefore less profitable are motivated by the desire to help the selling firm’s stockhold-

ers, they are misdirected and counter productive.

While the results of the present study support the importance of tax related factors in

explaining the observed excess returns to the selling firm’s stockholders, it focuses on

only one ofperhaps numerous sources of such gains and on a subset ofall corporate sell

offs.

Finally, the following caveats are in order;

l) Firms involved in multiple sell offs in a given year were excluded from the sample

as were those involving selling firms not listed on the New York or American Stock

Exchange, (predominantly smaller firms).

2) The periods ofanalysis were selected based on the differing tax environments. These

periods, however, differed substantially in terms of the economic and political envi-

ronments.
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3) The sell off transactions were indirectly classified according to whether these were

cash or stock exchanges through the identification of the type of benefit ( NOLs or

revaluation of the asset base) involved. The present study ignores the presence of

possible signalling mechanisms operating through the selection of the mode of

transaction. The possibility of other signals being present cannot be negated. _

This study touches a small facet of the corporate sell off transactions. The factors in-

volved in these transactions are numerous and offer opportunities for further research

that are almost unlimited. Some of the areas that may prove fruitful are, resolution of

information asymrnetry by signals provided during such transferes, incentives for man-

agements to take individual units private, leveraged buyouts etc.
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